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Design and the Anthropic Principle
by Hugh Ross, Ph.D.

Human existence is possible because the constants of physics and the parameters for the universe and for planet Earth lie within certain highly restricted ranges. John Wheeler and others interpret these amazing "coincidences" as proof that human existence somehow determines the design of the universe. Drawing an illogical parallel with delayed-choice experiments in quantum mechanics, they say that observations by humans influence the design of the
universe, not only now, but back to the beginning. Such versions of what is called the "anthropic principle" reflect current philosophical and religious leanings towards the deification of man. They produce no evidence to support the notion that man's present acts can influence past events. 

The "evidence" is our current observation of the past.What we see now and deduce about the past influences our view.Any human idea is a construction,and we only have that with which to determine the universe's "reality",thus man's notion of the universe is the only reality there is.These are not "amazing coincidences",but a consequence of our vantage point.The universe was free (maybe/ maybe not) to produce any constants,but it produced the one's we see.But if it had any others we would not be here to see them! Thus the universe looks "designed for life" and the key word is "looks".It is man's view of the universe that makes it seem like it was made for life.We don't know in fact that it was that free.

Furthermore, their analogies with quantum mechanics break down on this point. The "coincidental" values of the constants of physics and the parameters of the
universe point, rather, to a designer who transcends the dimensions and limits of the physical universe.

This is the conclusion of someone already steeped in notions of God. Anything that transcends the limits of time and the physical universe is untestable and to all intents and purposes : none existent. 

Now that the limits and parameters of the universe can be calculated, and some even directly measured, astronomers and physicists have begun to recognize a connection between these limits and parameters and the existence of life. It is impossible to imagine a universe containing life in which any one of the fundamental constants of physics or any one of the fundamental parameters of the universe is different, even slightly so, in one way or another. 

That is the lacking of imagination of theists. Life upon DNA may have trouble with other values of constants but need life necessarily rely on our idea of what it comprises?
 It was speculated on BBC2's "The Next Big Thing" [Is there anyone out there? 7/9/2000]  that life may comprise only nuclear reactions or could exist on that level,though this may defeat what humans mean by "life" nevertheless the definition maybe too limiting. For example some computer programs can reproduce aspects that we see in living things.So called "computer life" or "genetic algorithms" display attributes that mimic real life,and so what "life" is and what it requires may not rely on proteins and DNA.

From this recognition arises the anthropic principle—everything about the universe tends toward man, toward making life possible and sustaining it. The first popularizer of the principle American physicist John Wheeler, describes it in this way, "A life-giving factor lies at the centre of the whole machinery and design of the world."1 

Yes - natural laws.

Of course, design in the natural world has been acknowledged since the beginning of recorded history. Divine design is the message of each of the several hundred creation accounts that form the basis of the world's religions.2, 3 The idea that the natural world was designed especially for mankind is the very bedrock of the Greek, as well as of the Judeo-Christian world view. Western philosophers of the post-Roman era went so far as to formalize a
discipline called teleology—the study of the evidence for overall design and purpose in nature. Teleology attracted such luminaries as Augustine, Maimonides, Aquinas, Newton and Paley, all of whom gave it much of their life's work. 


Lila: An Enquiry into Morals by Robert Pirsig p170 
Those who rejected natural selection on religious or philosophical grounds or simply because it seemed too random a process to explain evolution continued for many years to put forward alternative schemes with such names as orthogenesis, nomogenesis, aristogenesis or the 'Omega Principle' of Teilhard de Chardin [Ref:AOLQ&A2;[Maths3] D.Zohar "The Quantum Self";Davis & Gribbin "The Matter Myth" p302], each scheme relying on some built-in tendency or drive toward perfection or progress. 
All these theories were finalistic; they postulated some form of cosmic teleology or purpose or program. 
The proponents of teleological theories, for all their efforts, have been unable to find any mechanism (except supernatural ones) that can account for their postulated finalism. The possibility that any such mechanism can exist has now been virtually ruled out by the findings of molecular biology. 
Evolution is recklessly opportunistic: it favors any variation that provides a competitive advantage over other members of an organism's own population or over individuals of different species. 
For billions of years this process has fueled what we call evolutionary progress. No program controlled or directed this progression. 
It was the result of spur of the moment decisions of natural selection. 

Note that there are 100's of creation myths and thus the "likelihood" of any one of them being correct is at least 1 in 100.The idea that one of those myths has any more credibility than the others is absurd.

Dirac and Dicke's coincidences
One of the first to recognize that design may also apply to the gross features of the universe was American physicist Robert Dicke. In 1961 he noted that life is possible in the universe only because of the special relationships among certain cosmological parameters4 (relationships researched by British physicist Paul Dirac twenty-four years earlier5). 

Dirac noted that the number of baryons (protons plus neutrons) in the universe is the square of the gravitational constant as well as the square of the age of the universe (both expressed as dimensionless numbers). Dicke discerned that a slight change in either of these relationships life could exist. Stars of the right type for sustaining life supportable planets only can occur during a certain range of ages for the universe. Similarly, stars of the
right type only can form for a narrow range of values of the gravitational constant. 

We don't really know what the "right type" is and so-called "coincidences" are rather like Graham Hancock's Orion relation of the pyramids to the stars in Orion which fit to a degree of accuracy,nevertheless this doesn't imply a relationship between the two.(See Toynbee8.html @nbci)

And Finally... (Radio Times 31 Oct-6 Nov 1998) 

Having watched with interest Graham Hancock's interpretation of numerous ancient phenomena (Quest for the Lost Civilisation), I would like to reveal that the molehills that appeared in my lawn on the night of the recent full-moon lined up exactly with next door's overgrown leylandii,when viewed from the microwave in the kitchen. Which, incidentally, is where the mole will finish up if I ever catch it. 
Christine Parkin Staveley,North Yorkshire 

Assuming that the relationships are valid,and that the stars fit into the narrow constraints, only indicates that we are here because those constraints are  accommodated. This accommodation does not imply a creator,it merely shows that life may require peculiarly limited conditions.Just because those limited conditions are fulfilled does not mean a creator is necessary,it means that either 1. life was lucky (a coin falling on it's edge) 2. there was some reason for life to fit into those constraints against the odds (an attractor for the system) or 3. it looks lucky from our vantage point,not having any universes with other constants to compare it with,and living in a universe where we happen to have come about,we are then in the odd position of witnessing our own circumstances and presuming it to be unlikely,had we not been so "lucky" we would not notice our lack of luck ie the anthropic principle.


the universe as a fit habitat
In recent years these and other parameters for the universe have been more sharply defined and analyzed. Now, nearly two dozen coincidences evincing design have been acknowledged: 

Those "coincidences" are not coincidences,and the "design" is not design.The universe looks "artificed" because we are a product of it,and as conscious entities that "design" things we see things that look like our objects and presume they were created.Not so.This is a poor mind making simplistic connections. The pillars of Giant's Causeway are Hexagonal and appear "designed",they are a product of the latent geometry in the laws of physics and no geometer is needed to account for their apparent "design".Similarly all life (like a pocket watch) appears "designed" but it isn't. Creationists often retort to "What! and you BELIEVE that.How likely is it that all those components were thrown together?"
1. They weren't "thrown" together,this is a naivety of not understanding natural selection, and the power of it to elicit "designoid" objects,similar but more sophisticated than the pillars of Giant's Causeway.
2. It isn't a "belief",there is a systematic way of showing how it happens,since the process can be mimicked on a computer. Creationists cannot show a computer simulation of creation,and have no evidence that such an act took place.
3. No matter how unlikely it seems to the inadequate understanding of a creationist -it's possible,and moreover not as unlikely as they make out (see RI lecture at trans.html @nbci and the associated questions put by Xtians about evolution).Likelihood is irrelevant,it is very unlikely that I will survive a 100m drop of a cliff,nevertheless it's possible,and we needn't suppose a "miracle" or "divine intervention" if I survive. Similarly,the odds of winning the lottery (for one person with one ticket) are 14 million to 1 against,but they CAN and DO win.


1. The gravitational coupling constant—i.e., the force of gravity, determines what kinds of stars are possible in the universe. If the gravitational force were slightly stronger, star formation would proceed more efficiently and all Stars would be more massive than our sun by at least 1.4 times. These large stars are important in that they alone manufacture elements heavier than iron, and they alone disperse elements heavier than beryllium to the
interstellar medium. Such elements are essential for the formation of planets as well as of living things in any form. However, these Stars burn too rapidly and too unevenly to maintain life-supporting conditions on surrounding planets. Stars as small as our sun are necessary for that. 

On the other hand, if the gravitational force were slightly weaker, all stars would have less than 0.8 times the mass of the sun. Though such stars burn long and evenly enough to maintain life-supporting planets, no heavy elements essential for building such planets or life would exist. 

These kinds of observation are based in fact,but this tends to suggest that such stars had an equal provision to be smaller or larger by varying the constants,we don't know that this is true.There maybe some reason that those constants HAD to be as they were,without a creator.One reason is that if they were any other way we would not be here,and so they LOOK remarkably "tuned" when in fact this is a mirage created by living in THIS universe that DID produce life BECAUSE those constants WERE as they were by sheer luck. Another is that the constants did not have equal provision to be other values,and that there is some reason to draw them to a stable life giving configuration (ie an attractor).Or it maybe that "life" (not as we know it) maybe capable under a multitude of constants,but this stretches credibility,since without suns there is no heavy elements,and without those it's hard to see how life (as we know it) could start.


2. The strong nuclear force coupling constant holds together the particles in the nucleus of an atom. If the strong nuclear force were slightly weaker, multi-proton nuclei would not hold together. Hydrogen would be the only element in the universe. 

If this force were slightly stronger, not only would hydrogen be rare in the universe, but the supply of the various life-essential elements heavier than iron (elements resulting from the fission of very heavy elements) would be insufficient. Either way, life would be impossible.a 

3. The weak nuclear force coupling constant affects the behavior of leptons. Leptons form a whole class of elementary particles (e.g. neutrinos, electrons, and photons) that do not participate in strong nuclear reactions. The most familiar weak interaction effect is radioactivity, in particular, the beta decay reaction:

neutron à proton + electron + neutrino 

The availability of neutrons as the universe cools through temperatures appropriate for nuclear fusion determines the amount of helium produced during the first few minutes of the big bang. If the weak nuclear force coupling constant were slightly larger, neutrons would decay more readily, and therefore would be less available. Hence, little or no helium would be produced from the big bang. Without the necessary helium, heavy elements sufficient for
the constructing of life would not be made by the nuclear furnaces inside stars. On the other hand, if this constant were slightly smaller, the big bang would burn most or all of the hydrogen into helium, with a subsequent over-abundance of heavy elements made by stars, and again life would not be possible. 

A second, possibly more delicate, balance occurs for supernovae. It appears that an outward surge of neutrinos determines whether or not a supernova is able to eject its heavy elements into outer space. If the weak nuclear force coupling constant were slightly larger, neutrinos would pass through a supernova's envelop without disturbing it. Hence, the heavy elements produced by the supernova would remain in the core. If the constant were slightly
smaller, the neutrinos would not be capable of blowing away the envelop. Again, the heavy elements essential for life would remain trapped forever within the cores of supernovae. 

Along these lines the universe looks "delicately balanced". For those with limited intellect this presupposes that someone or thing is tinkering with the rules and "tuning" them. Anyone familar with physical systems will know that things tend to equilibrium,and those systems naturally find a balance with no outside intervention,ie smoke tends to scatter and form a uniform filling of a room as opposed to staying in one place,water when poured spreads and fills a container and "finds it's own level".Similarly the universe may "find it's own balance",and this tendency maybe a latent attribute of the physical system,there is thus no need to infer outside help,anymore than in explaining why water tends to fill a container.


4. The electromagnetic coupling constant binds electrons to protons in atoms. The characteristics of the orbits of electrons about atoms determines to what degree atoms will bond together to form molecules. If the electromagnetic coupling constant were slightly smaller, no electrons would be held in orbits about nuclei. If it were slightly larger, an atom could not "share" an electron orbit with other atoms. Either way, molecules, and hence life,
would be impossible. 

5. The ratio of electron to proton mass also determines the characteristics of (he orbits of electrons about nuclei. A proton is 1836 times more massive than an electron. if the electron to proton mass ratio were slightly larger or slightly smaller, again, molecules would not form, and life would be impossible. 

6. The age of the universe governs what kinds of stars exist. It takes about three billion years for the first stars to form. It takes another ten or twelve billion years for supernovae to spew out enough heavy elements to make possible stars like our sun, stars capable of spawning rocky planets. Yet another few billion years is necessary for solar-type stars to stabilize sufficiently to support advanced life on any of its planets. Hence, if the
universe were just a couple of billion years younger, no environment suitable for life would exist. However, if the universe were about ten (or more) billion years older than it is, there would be no solar-type stars in a stable burning phase in the right part of a galaxy. In other words, the window of time during which life is possible in the universe is relatively narrow. 

7. The expansion rate of the universe determines what kinds of stars, if any, form in the universe. If the rate of expansion were slightly less, the whole universe would have recollapsed before any solar-type stars could have settled into a stable burning phase. If the universe were expanding slightly more rapidly, no galaxies (and hence no stars) would condense from the general expansion. How critical is this expansion rate? According to Alan Guth,6
it must be fine-tuned to an accuracy of one part in 10^55. Guth, however, suggests that his inflationary model, given certain values for the four fundamental forces of physics, may provide a natural explanation for the critical expansion rate. 

Whilst these models are possibly accurate,the fact is that no one knows precisely what the universe did,and this makes the presumption that the models (via mathematics) are accurate and relevant. This in turn presumes that mathematics is of the universe and not of man,and that the universe can yield to man's ideas of how it works.We don't know that this is true. There is good reason to suppose that it is however,and it's not "an act of faith". The net effect of all these circumstances would be to create a Drake-like probability equation for a universe with life where Guth's 1 in 10^55 would appear as one term,neverthless one can form a similar equation for God,so there is no reason to suppose that the universe has a creator upon it being improbable.


8. The entropy level of the universe affects the condensation of massive systems. The universe contains 100,000,000 photons for every baryon. This makes the universe extremely entropic, i.e. a very efficient radiator and a very poor engine. If the entropy level for the universe were slightly larger, no galactic systems would form (and therefore no stars). If the entropy level were slightly smaller, the galactic systems that formed would effectively
trap radiation and prevent any fragmentation of the Systems into stars Either way the universe would be devoid of stars and, thus, of life. (Some models for the universe relate this coincidence to a dependence of entropy upon the gravitational coupling constant.7, 8.) 

9. The mass of the universe (actually mass + energy, since E = mc2) determines how much nuclear burning takes place as the universe cools from the hot big bang. If the mass were slightly larger, too much deuterium (hydrogen atoms with nuclei containing both a proton and a neutron) would form during the cooling of the big bang. Deuterium is a powerful catalyst for subsequent nuclear burning in Stars. This extra deuterium would cause stars to burn much
too rapidly to sustain life on any possible planet. 

On the other hand, if the mass of the universe were slightly smaller, no helium would be generated during the cooling of the big bang. Without helium, stars cannot produce the heavy elements necessary for life. Thus, we see a reason why the universe is as big as it is. If it were any smaller (or larger), not even one planet like the earth would be possible. 

10. The uniformity of the universe determines its stellar components. Our universe has a high degree of uniformity. Such uniformity is considered to arise most probably from a brief period of inflationary expansion near the time of the origin of the universe. if the inflation (or some other mechanism) had not smoothed the universe to the degree we see, the universe would have developed into a plethora of black holes separated by virtually empty
space. 

On the other had, if the universe were smoothed beyond this degree, stars, star clusters, and galaxies may never have formed at all. Either way, the resultant universe would be incapable of supporting life.

Life (as we know it).Note that this presumes DNA and proteins are necessary for life.DNA and proteins are a product of the scientific investigation of life and as such show how life can become more complex  in stages and the relationship between various organisms.DNA in essence backs up evolution and natural selection,and so life (as we know it) evolved from ever more complexity (which defeats entropy via being in a "closed system" -borrowing energy from the sun which loses it,and over time via "stratified stability" climbing mount improbable (as it were). Life (as we know it) then is an evolved organic chemical and has no need for a creator.Moreover if there HAD been a creator,that being would predate (in linear time) complex organisms.If those organisms evolved (we know they did via the fossil record) then they were simpler before now.If a complex being predated them (or was "timeless") there would be no need for simplicity to go to complexity,we could just start off complex,and that's not what happened.
 Further since stars etc are the progenitors of heavy elements required for life NO being comprised of DNA could predate the formation of those stars. Therefore God cannot be made of DNA and heavy elements produced in stars. This means that God is immaterial and possibly outside of time,and possibly (as far as we can tell) not in the universe,all these parameters speak of "a none existent untestable entity" which - should it exist- is as viable as far as scientific experimentation is concerned as alternative universes.In fact the latter is more credible,since it corresponds with known facts.God does not.There therefore is good reason to suppose that God does not exist. Much less do we have any idea of a gender,even presuming such an entity has any human attributes at all.
The fact that HE is given a gender and human attributes whilst it being impossible for him to be a DNA creature suggests he is a fiction of mankind.After all before man there was no mention of Gods. 

11. The stability of the proton affects the quantity of matter in the universe and also the radiation level as it pertains to higher life forms. Each proton contains three quarks. Through the agency of other particles (called bosons) quarks decay into antiquarks, pions, and positive electrons. Currently in our universe this decay process occurs on the average of only once per proton per 1032 years.b If that rate were greater, the biological
consequences for large animals and man would be catastrophic, for the proton decays would deliver lethal doses of radiation. 

Lethal to life NOW.If such radiation were apparent this would kill off any organism incapable of dealing with it.Natural selection would keep those alive that COULD deal with it,and today's life would consist of organism capable of dealing with that radiation.After all radiation shower on us all the time in all frequency bands at various levels and we don't die.In some cases this is because of the Ozone layer of the Earth,which is why a hole is a threat,but only a threat to those that didn't survive.  Life is adaptive,and those surviving would tolerate less ozone.Perhaps there is a threshold beyond which life cannot tolerate,or if rapid change occurs it can be too quick (ie Hiroshima) and mutations occur too quickly,but the fact is mutation DOES occur,and it has been posited that radiation may even play a positive role in aiding or causing the required mutation necessary for change and natural variation to exist.So radiation may not be the killer it looks like.


On the other hand, if the proton were more stable (less easily formed and less likely to decay), less matter would have emerged from events occurring in the first split second of the universe's existence. There would be insufficient matter in the universe for life to be possible. 

12. The fine structure constants relate directly to each of the four fundamental forces of physics (gravitational, electromagnetic, strong nuclear, and weak nuclear). Compared to the coupling constants, the fine structure constants typically yield stricter design constraints for the universe. For example, the electromagnetic fine structure constant affects the opacity of stellar material. (Opacity is the degree to which a material permits radiant
energy to pass through). In star formation, gravity pulls material together while thermal motions tend to pull it apart. An increase in the opacity of this material will limit the effect of thermal motions. Hence, smaller clumps of material will be able to overcome the resistance of the thermal motions. If the electromagnetic fine structure constant were slightly larger, all stars would be less than 0.7 times the mass of the sun. If the electromagnetic fine structure constant were slightly smaller, all stars would be more than 1.8 times the mass of the sun. 

13. The velocity of light can be expressed in a variety of ways as a function of any one of the fundamental forces of physics or as a function of one of the fine structure constants. Hence, in the case of this constant, too, the slightest change, up or down, would negate any possibility for life in the universe. 

14. The 8Be, 12C, and 16O nuclear energy levels affect the manufacture and abundance of elements essential to life. Atomic nuclei exist in various discrete energy levels. A transition from one level to another occurs through the emission or capture of a photon that possesses precisely the energy difference between the two levels. The first coincidence here is that 8Be decays in just 10-15 seconds. Because 8Be is so highly unstable, it slows down the
fusion process. If it were more stable, fusion of heavier elements would proceed so readily that catastrophic stellar explosions would result. Such explosions would prevent the formation of many heavy elements essential for life. On the other hand, if 8Be were even more unstable, element production beyond 8Be would not occur. 

The second coincidence is that 12C happens to have a nuclear energy level very slightly above the sum of the energy levels for 8Be and 4He. Anything other than this precise nuclear energy level for 12C would guarantee insufficient carbon production for life. 

The third coincidence is that 16O has exactly the right nuclear energy level either to prevent all the carbon from turning into oxygen or to facilitate sufficient production of 16O for life. Fred Hoyle, who discovered these coincidences in 1953, concluded that "a superintellect has monkeyed with physics, as well as with chemistry and biology."

Fred Hoyle is an idiot,and has been proved to be so via Richard Dawkins defeat of his "747 made by a hurricane scenario".This idea chronically misunderstands how life comes to be and the process of natural selection and how likely life is.The fact that an "eminent astronomer" can be so stupid,only goes to show that academic qualifications are no measure of intellect. As Davis and Hersh show (see addup.html @nbci) even trained mathematics professors can have next to no understanding of their subject. One can only presume that the same superintellect failed to "monkey" with Hoyle's brain and left it in a poor state of repair.This seems to have been repeated through countless millions of creationists and this "coincidence" is so unlikely that one might even be led to suggest God exists because creationists are so stupid,but of course,one cannot conclude anything from coincidences chances and likelihoods,which is why this whole argument is a farce. Moreover the superstitious and mystic have been shown to have a poor understanding of statistics and chance and the subject is far more complex than they understand. (see sci-mat3.html @nbci {Sue Blackmore}and mathex4.html "Order out of Chaos" and "The Coin of Tyche"; random.html and dice.html @nbci and for Hoyle see the RI lecture at trans,html @nbci).Notwithstanding Bayesian statistics which further complicates the situation.
There's an excellent paragraph in Terry Pratchett's "The Last Continent" where (A) God becomes atheist,because even he can't believe he exists! Similarly Douglas Adams as him "disappear in a puff of logic" in "Hitchiker's Guide".The notion of God makes no sense,everything can be accounted for without referring to the notion,even the apparent (possibly) narrow limitations on the universe.
If one looks to why a river is constrained by banks,we see that it has eroded rock and formed channels and not spread over a wide area,we do not look for creator to answer why it has not spread widely,because it naturally constrains itself.There maybe similar reasons why the universe appears so constrained.
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Part 2

The distance between stars affects the orbits and even the existence of planets. The average distance between stars in our part of the galaxy is about 30 trillion miles. If this distance were slightly smaller, the gravitational interaction between stars would be so strong as to destabilize planetary orbits. this destabilization would create extreme temperature variations on the planet. If this distance were slightly larger, the heavy element debris
thrown out by supernovae would be so thinly distributed that rocky planets like earth would never form. The average distance between stars is just right to make possible a planetary system such as our own. 

Such things as this a consequence of cosmic natural selection,they are as they are because they can't exist any other way.If  stars some close together they coallesce or destroy each other,in this way the system is in dynamic equilibrium,it changes but stays in such a fashion as to maintain certain circumstances. The planets for instance are as stable as they are because if they were not they wouldn't be here. In other words they HAVE to be like that,but this does not imply a cosmic designer.The rules a self imposing,what we see is the resultant of the selection of circumstances after all the collisions have taken place.The remaining planets appear "chosen" or "tuned" to be dancing around each other in alignment.This is a mirage,no one has chosen those values for where the planets are they HAVE to be like that in order to still be here.
It amazes me that Phd  academics cannot see this simple fact. These paramters that are "just right" are a consequence of all the "not right" ones being filtered out.This does not imply a cosmic filterer,but it does imply a cosmic filter.The ATTRACTOR if you like,is the capacity to exist.Only those that fulfill the required parameters continute to be,and much as life is selected upon that basis,so too are the stars and planets,and possibly the cosmic constants too.So no matter how precisely aligned something is,it doesn't mean an aligner is present,it means that creationists are too limited and dogmatic in trying to shoehorn God into the universe that they overlook the obvious.
The universe is as it IS because it could not be any other way,that's WHY it's here like it is,and not with some other values.

16. The rate of luminosity increase for stars affects the temperature conditions on surrounding planets. Small stars, like the sun, settle into a stable burning phase once the hydrogen fusion process ignites within their core. However, during this stable burning phase such stars undergo a very gradual increase in their luminosity. This gradual increase is perfectly suitable for the gradual introduction of life forms, in a sequence from primitive to
advanced, upon a planet. If the rate of increase were slightly greater, a runaway green house effectc would be fell sometime between the introduction of the primitive and the introduction of the advanced life forms. If the rate of increase were slightly smaller, a runaway freezingd of the oceans and lakes would occur. Either way, the planet's temperature would become too extreme for advanced life or even for the long-term survival of primitive life.

This list of sensitive constants is by no means complete. And yet it demonstrates why a growing number of physicists and astronomers have become convinced that the universe was not only divinely brought into existence but also divinely designed. American astronomer George Greenstein expresses his thoughts: 

As we survey all the evidence, the thought insistently arises that some supernatural agency—or, rather, Agency—must be involved. Is it possible that suddenly, without intending to, we have stumbled upon scientific proof of the existence of a Supreme Being? Was it God who stepped in and so providentially crafted the cosmos for our benefit?11 

What we have stumbled on is a unifying principle - not God. The Agency is natural laws which pick some things over others,and what we see is what has been picked,and we don't see what was trashed,this makes it look "designed". 
Example : If there are constraints for existence (which there MUST be) then only those which fulfill the criterion continue.Dawkins uses the computer simulation "arthropods" to demonstrate this.Similarly  in his RI Lecture he shows how spiders webs become more efficient because spiders with poor webs die of starvation,those with "good" webs survive,as it happens a "good" web is a well "designed" web.But the apparent design "emerges" from the necessity of survival - a well filled web catches more flies,and that spider passes it's genes to the next generation,which then build webs based on that "good" web with variation,and of those webs the "best" webs survive,and so on,and over time the webs looks more and more "designed" as it functions better within the physical constraints of gravity etc to catch flies. This process produces "designoid" objects,things which look designed,but actually are the consequence of mutation and selection.No designer is needed.
Similarly the planets are subject to a similar process,and only those in stable configurations continue to be.In actual fact (as with life) some unstable configrations exist also,showing that a designer cannot be the source. Hyperion for instance has been shown (via phase space plots) to be Chaotically tumbling,there is NO well chosen parameter in Hyperion's motion.
This can only be explained via natural laws,or if we presume that God is not the perfect artificer that he is supposed to be,and since innocents die and evil people thrive,the idea that a caring being designed the universe is a total farce.


the earth as a fit habitat
It is not just the universe that bears evidence for design. The earth itself reveals such evidence. Frank Drake, Carl Sagan, and Iosef Shklovsky were among the first astronomers to concede this point when they attempted to estimate the number planets in the universe with environments favorable for the support of life. In the early 1960's they recognized that only a certain kind of star with a planet just the right distance from that star would
provide the necessary conditions for life.

Life as we know it.


12 On this basis they made some rather optimistic estimates for the probability of finding life elsewhere in the universe. Shklovsky and Sagan, for example, claimed that 0.001 percent of all stars could have a planet upon which advanced life resides.13 

On the same BBC2 Prog "The Next Big Thing" they concluded that using Drake's equation one can conclude that life is next to inevitable or near impossible,depending on the values put into the terms.Conservative estimates suggest that life (as we know it) is probable in this universe. Exploiting Drake's equation is therefore irrrelevant.

While their analysis was a step in the right direction, it overestimated the range of permissible star types and the range of permissible planetary distances. It also ignored many other significant factors. A sample of parameters sensitive for the support of life on a planet are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Evidence for the design of the sun-earth-moon system14 - 31 

This whole argument is stupid.We would not be here had those parameters been any other way.The fact that we are here makes it look as if those parameters are "chosen" when in fact it is we that are a product of those parameters.Trust creationists to get it backwards. They think God made man,when in fact man made God!

The following parameters cannot exceed certain limits without disturbing the earth's capacity to support life. Some of these parameters are more narrowly confining than others. For example, the first parameter would eliminate only half the stars from candidacy for life-supporting Systems, whereas parameters five, seven, and eight would each eliminate more than ninety-nine in a hundred star-planet systems. Not only must the parameters for life support
fall within a certain restrictive range, but they must remain relatively constant over time. And we know that several, such as parameters fourteen through nineteen, are subject to potentially catastrophic fluctuation. In addition to the parameters listed here, there are others, such as the eccentricity of a planet's orbit, that have an upper (or a lower) limit only. 


I confess to being bored by this argument.The author is merely repeating the notion that we are highly improbable.I don't care how improbable we are,WE ARE HERE,and no God is the cause.Improbable things happen all the time,and we don't look for a God as to why they happened.So called "miracles" are merely highly improbable events that turned out for the best against the odds,and as Terry Pratchett points out something can be highly improbable and turn out for the worst and that's still a miracle.Just because you don't like the outcome doesn't change how unlikely it was.(see chess.html @ nbci "....And the Queen makes hers.".
If we make up a Drake-like equation and put conservative terms in for the existence of God:-
Subject:	Re: Coincidence of the Cosmological Constants
From:	Templarser
To:	Introduce Yourself
Date:	03/09/00

Example : A man awaits his friend turning up at his house,there are a million roads that his friend can go down to get to the house and he has no knowledge of the route.Only one road reaches the house.
The man waits for his friend and his friend shows up on time,having gone down one of the roads.The man in the house balks and asks "How on Earth did you know which road to go down?"
"I didn't" says his friend," I just picked one at random".
Here the friend has a million to 1 (nonzero) chance of picking the right road,the likelihood that he'll pick ANY of the roads is equal,and in theory ANY road could be picked.BY CHANCE he picks the right road first time.
This is the "unbelievable miracle" that requires divine intervention - IE It could have happened without intervention in principle.

Now what if the friend knew (ie information content) what sort of road to look for and ejected all straight roads?
Or if upon making turns down various streets,the closer he came,the more familiar the  area looked? Now there is initially a higher chance of selection and an increasing chance of picking the correct turn.
In essence the friend could be "attracted" to the right road.

The latter view is what creationists overlook where life is concerned,and even if the latter view is not applied,neverthless the chance of life or a universe is non-zero,and this is enough not to require a God.
These points don't even dwell upon all the other anti-God arguments from geography and culture and previous myths.
Upon the probability argument alone God hasn't a chance in hell so to speak!
If you add in all the other anti-God arguments the net probability (since we're using that) is that God does not exist and is not needed to explain anything.
One could even create a formula similar to Drake's for the likelihood of God and put in favourable terms biased in favour of creationism.
Ie P(g).P(c).P(m).P(p)

Where each term represents the probability of God being viable in each area,ie prob of God being wrong via geographical spread of ideas = 1/2.P(g)
P(c) = 1/2 the probability of God being a cultural meme.
P(m)= 1/2 the probability of God being a myth like Thor.
P(p) = 1/2 the probability of God being viable via universal creation (ie that the unlikely/Hoyle universe argument stands)

Upon this premise,with only 4 terms and conservative (favourable) values for the terms the chance of God existing is 1/2.1/2.1/2.1/2 = 0.0625

So God is already very unlikely only with 4 terms!!
 If we were further to find more terms and actually people them with realistic values (rather than giving the benefit of the doubt) we would find that the likelihood of God's exsitence was astonishingly small,nevertheless it would be non-zero,and hopefully that would come as a welcome relief for creationists!
Nevertheless if they wish to make up stupid "probability" arguments so can I ,and as you see here I have not dispensed with God, merely made him very unlikely,and even if you accept the 747 argument (which is bogus) it does nothing else other than what I've done here with God.
Those of stout belief would like as not continue believing ,regardless of this argument,because no amount of maths would convince them God didn't exist.
Similarly no amount of messing with stats is going to change the observable evidence : People have made up Gods,and the universe doesn't need to be subject to its own rules in order to come to be.And given a nonzero probability it could come to be of its own volition,just as here God can continue to exist no matter HOW unlikely I make him.
But the fact is he IS unlikely,and moreover- irrelevant.

Moreover it makes no difference if THIS universe is improbable,it doesn't mean a god is needed to defeat the long odds.Long odds in principle can create an event without intervention,that is what CHANCE means!!!
The universe was unlikely (you say) So what?
If it was 1 in 2 and it came about would you go looking for God?
1 in 5?
1 in 5000?
Just when is god required? LOL NEVER that's when,because no matter what the odds are the universe COULD have happened. Further the universe needn't be constrained by the laws IT gives rise to.It doesn't have to be ruled by the same laws of chance that operate WITHIN ITSELF.(see the world 29 doc at mworld.html)


I'm glossing over the rest as he's boring me to death with his inane quotation of known facts in a peurile attempt to support the ridiculous contention.

1. number of star companions 

if more than one: tidal interactions would disrupt planetary orbits 
if less than one: not enough heat produced for life 
2. parent star birth date 

if more recent: star would not yet have reached stable burning phase 
if less recent: stellar system would not yet contain enough heavy elements 
3. parent star age 

if older: luminosity of star would not he sufficiently stable 
if younger: luminosity of star would not be sufficiently stable 
4. parent star distance from center of galaxy 

if greater: not enough heavy elements to make rocky planets 
if less: stellar density and radiation would he too great 
5. parent star mass 

if greater: luminosity output from the star would not be sufficiently stable 
if less: range of distances appropriate for life would be too narrow; tidal forces would disrupt the rotational period for a planet of the right distance 
6. parent star color 

if redder: insufficient photosynthetic response 
if bluer: insufficient photosynthetic response 
7. surface gravity 

if stronger: planet's atmosphere would retain huge amounts of ammonia and methane 
if weaker: planet's atmosphere would lose too much water 
8. distance from parent star 

if farther away: too cool for a stable water cycle 
if closer: too warm for a stable water cycle 
9. thickness of crust 

if thicker: too much oxygen would he transferred from the atmosphere to the crust 
if thinner: volcanic and tectonic activity would be too great 
10. rotation period 

if longer: diurnal temperature differences would he too great 
if shorter: atmospheric wind velocities would he too great 
11. gravitational interaction with a moon 

if greater: tidal effects on the oceans, atmosphere, and rotational period would he too severe 
if less: earth's orbital obliquity would change too much causing climatic instabilities 
12. magnetic field 

if stronger: electromagnetic storms would be too severe 
if weaker: no protection from solar wind particles 
13. axial tilt 

if greater: surface temperature differences would be too great 
if less: surface temperature differences would he too great 
14. albedo (ratio of reflected light to total amount falling on surface) 

if greater: runaway ice age would develop 
if less: runaway greenhouse effect would develop 
15. oxygen to nitrogen ratio in atmosphere 

if larger: life functions would proceed too quickly 
if smaller: life functions would proceed too slowly 
16. carbon dioxide and water vapor levels in atmosphere 

if greater: runaway greenhouse effect would develop 
if less: insufficient greenhouse effect 
17. ozone level in atmosphere 

if greater: surface temperatures would become too low 
if less: surface temperatures would he too high; too much uv radiation at surface 
18. atmospheric electric discharge rate 

if greater: too much fire destruction 
if less: too little nitrogen fixing in the soil 
19. seismic activity 

if greater: destruction of too many life-forms 
if less: nutrients on ocean floors would not be uplifted 
About a dozen other parameters, such as atmospheric chemical composition, currently are being researched for their sensitivity in the support of life. However, the nineteen listed in Table 1 in themselves lead safely to the conclusion that much fewer than a trillionth of a trillionth of a percent of all stars will have a planet capable of sustaining life. Considering that the universe contains only about a trillion galaxies, each averaging a hundred
billion stars,e we can see that not even one planet would be expected, by natural processes alone, to possess the necessary conditions to sustain life.f No wonder Robert Rood and James Trefil14 and others have surmised that intelligent physical life exists only on the earth. It seems abundantly clear that the earth, too, in addition to the universe, has experienced divine design. 

RUBBISH! All of the above says that "Life requires a narrow band of parameters".So What? There is nothing to say that this could not have occured of it's own volition.Moreover this is an attack on the science,and not positive proof for God.God does not win by default.You paint a surface green and say the remaining corner MUST be red.What a crock! It could be any colour! Even if this argument stood,we cannot conclude that God MUST be the answer.

We could even artifice a multi-God scenario,al la the Greeks,where both genders exist,and
we have a race of Gods,that is also viable,so your Mr Huge Ass is absolutely WRONG,
amazing he has a Phd,what is it in - Choosing orifices for verbal communication? It could
also be similar to "Explorers" where a superbeing is just out for a ride in his dad's car (as it
were) and the universe could be created by an unintelligent teenage sibling of a god,who is
not experienced at making universes and makes major mistakes,all possible (if you think
about it).

man the Creator?
The growing evidence of design would seem to provide further convincing support for the belief that the Creator-God of the Bible formed the universe and the earth. Even Paul Davies concedes that "the impression of design is overwhelming."32 There must exist a designer. Yet, for whatever reasons, a few astrophysicists still battle the conclusion. Perhaps the designer is not God. But, if the designer is not God, who is? 

No designer is necessary.The laws of physics are quite capable of doing it alone as they do with Giant's Causeway (see thinkmat.html).

The alternative, some suggest,is man himself. 

The evidence proffered for man as the creator comes from an analogy to delayed choice experiments in quantum mechanics. In such experiments it appears that the observer can influence the outcome of quantum mechanical events. With every quantum particle there is an associated wave. This wave represents the probability of finding the particle at a particular point in space. Before the particle is detected there is no specific knowledge of its
location—only a probability of where it might be. But, once the particle has been detected, its exact location is known. in this sense, the act of observation is said by some to give reality to the particle. What is true for a quantum particle, they continue, may be true for the universe at large. 

American physicist John Wheeler sees the universe as a gigantic feed-back loop. 

The Universe [capitalized in the original] starts small at the big bang, grows in size, gives rise to life and observers and observing equipment. The observing equipment, in turn, through the elementary quantum processes that terminate on it, takes part in giving tangible "reality" to events that occurred long before there was any life anywhere.33

In other words, the universe creates man, but man through his observations of the universe brings the universe into real existence. George Greenstein is more direct in positing that "the universe brought forth life in order to exist ... that the very cosmos does not exist unless observed."34 Here we find a reflection of the question debated in freshmen philosophy classes across the land: 

If a tree falls in the forest, and no one is there to see it or hear it, does it really fall? 

Note that "reality" is a concept of a brain,and the universe as it is understood is only understood because a brain "knows" it is there.A brain is the product of evolution of DNA,which in turn owes it's existence to the heavy elements forged in stars.This feedback loop is to some extent literally "true".

Quantum mechanics merely shows us that in the micro world of particle physics man is limited in his ability to measure quantum effects.

Quantum effects do not exist because of  "an inability to measure accurately" this is a fundamental misunderstanding of Qphysics.

 Since quantum entities at any moment have the potential or possibility of behaving either as particles or waves, it is impossible, for example, to accurately measure both the position and the momentum of a quantum entity (the Heisenberg uncertainty principle). By choosing to determine the position of the entity the human observer has thereby lost information about its momentum.

True. 

It is not that the observer gives "reality" to the entity, but rather the observer chooses what aspect of the reality of the entity he wishes to discern. It is not that the Heisenberg uncertainty principle disproves the principle of causality, but simply that the causality is hidden from human investigation. The cause of the quantum effect is not lacking, nor is it mysteriously linked to the human observation of the effect after the fact.g 

That depends what you mean,what "reality" is ,is fundamentally linked to our observation of it,as subjective beings we necessarily impose values and ideas upon the world,so to some extent reality is what we make it.However this does not mean that there is no reality outside of self.

This misapplication of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle is but one defect in but one version of the new "observer-as-creator" propositions derived from quantum physics. Some other flaws are summarized here: 

It isn't a "misapplication",it's a view that CAN be derived from QP.As multiverses can be variously interpreted.So can the outcome of such experiments.There is no "misapplication".

Quantum mechanical limitations apply only to micro, not macro, systems. The relative uncertainty approaches zero as the number of quantum particles in the system increases. Therefore, what is true for a quantum particle would not be true for the universe at large. 

True.But this emphasises the difference.The move from the micro to the macro is captured in the "collapse of the wave function". (See Penrose ENM).

The time separation between a quantum event and its observed result is always a relatively short one (at least for the analogies under discussion). A multi-billion year time separation far from fits the picture. 

(see qphil.html @nbci)

The arrow of time has never been observed to reverse, nor do we see any traces of a reversal beyond the scope of our observations. Time and causality move inexorably forward. Therefore, to suggest that human activity now somehow can affect events billions of years in the past is nothing short of absurd. 

This totally misunderstands what is being said. "The past" for a start depends on where you are relative to an event,so the author isn't even accommodating Einstein's relativity,there is no "past",and he apparently thinks that we are the creators of the universe,this is his absurd misunderstanding. Our witnessing of the event in some sense "brings it into being".Ie had there been no humans then in some sense the universe would not exist -existence being a conception of a brain,as he says "A tree falling in a forest". This is a philosophical idea,not a literal one.No one actually thinks the big bang came to pass via human beings!!! Only an imbecile would conclude this!

Intelligence, or personality, is not a factor in the observation of quantum mechanical events. Photographic plates, for example, are perfectly capable of performing observations. 

True.But who witnesses the observation of the photographic plate as the recording of a quantum event and says "The photograph is of a quantum event"? The reality is bound up in our definition of it.All reality owes it's allegiance to a brain's conception of it,and the parameters it dictates to make sense of the world.

Both relativity and the gauge theory of quantum mechanics, now established beyond reasonable question by experimental evidence,37 state that the correct description of nature is that in which the human observer is irrelevant.

Science has yet to produce a shred of evidence to support the notion that man created his universe. 

Any idea that "man created the universe" is a complete misunderstanding of the author of Quantum Physics and its philosophical implications.As usual a creationist fails to grasp the profound level of the consequences of physics.No "evidence" is needed for this.It's like saying "Does a tree make a sound when it falls with no observer?" .The notion of "sound" has to exist in order for the tree to make a "sound".For myself I side with the idea that the tree makes the noise anyway,as my brain suggests that physics would go on even when I'm not here,after all trees make noises after I'm dead.
But the point is that the notion of "noise" and "tree" as conceptualisations would not exist without a human being,the author alludes to this,but fails to follow through the implications.
Reality to some extent is man-dependent,and thus even if we presume God,man's (god-given) brain still defines reality (for man) and thus to some extent the author's argument doesn't fly.

universe becoming God?
In The Anthropic Cosmological Principle, British astronomer John Barrow and American mathematical physicist Frank Tipler,38 begin by reviewing evidences for design of the universe, then go on to address several radical versions of the anthropic principle, including Wheeler's feed-back loop connection between mankind and the universe. Referring to such theories as PAP (participatory anthropic principle), they propose, instead, FAP (final anthropic
principle). 

In their FAP, the life that is now in the universe (and, according to PAP, created the universe) will continue to evolve until it reaches a state of totality that they call the Omega Point. At the Omega Point 

Life will have gained control of all matter and forces not only in a single universe, but in all universes whose existence is logically possible; life will have spread into all spatial regions in all universes which could logically exist, and will have stored an infinite amount of information including all bits of knowledge which it is logically possible to know.39

In a footnote they declare that "the totality of life at the Omega Point is omnipotent, omnipresent, and omniscient!"40 Let me translate: the universe created man, man created the universe, and together the universe and man in the end will become the Almighty transcendent Creator. Martin Gardner gives this evaluation of their idea: 

What should one make of this quartet of WAP, SAP, PAP, and FAP? In my not so humble opinion I think the last principle is best called CRAP, the Completely Ridiculous Anthropic Principle.41

I confess,I don't like the idea that man is the orginator of the universe,but neverthless if time is not linear at least in theory the whole scenario could be self propogating,but I think that's lacking common sense.The universe (and life) needs neither man or God to come to be,and man is a product of the universe,an God(s) is a product of man.

In their persistent rejection of an eternal transcendent Creator, cosmologists seem to be resorting to more and more absurd alternatives. An exhortation from the Bible is appropriate, "See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy."42 

Quite the contrary,by resorting to ridiculous probability arguments we see just how far into a corner creationists have been pushed in trying to justify dogma.They even resort to scientific proof strategems when any creationist worth their salt would have enough faith that they didn't need to prove what they believe.Their belief is obviously on so shaky ground that they go to extraordinary lengths to try to find proof. But they never find "one shred of evidence" for God,and since the author thinks this is reasonable criterion to accept something,then why doesn't he supply positive proof for God instead of trying to disprove science via the "narrow constraints" argument?.
Anyone with any common sense who can call the above CRAP,must also see that Thor was a myth Zeus was a myth,and Ra was a myth,and they were all invoked to explain aspects of reality poorly understood by those that invoked them.Similarly creationists invoke their God to create the universe and life because they can't understand how it could do it alone.
Far from anthropic principle theorists ,it is creationists that are full of CRAP.


insufficient universe
It is clear that man is too limited to have created the universe. But, it is also evident that the universe is too limited to have created man. The universe contains no more than 10^80 baryons and has been in existence for no more than 10^18 seconds. 



Compared to the inorganic systems comprising the universe, biological systems are enormously complex. The genome (complete set of chromosomes necessary for reproduction) of an E. coli bacterium has the equivalent of about two million nucleotides. A single human cell contains the equivalent of about six billion nucleotides. Moreover, unlike inorganic systems, the sequence in which the individual components are assembled is critical for the survival of
biological systems. Also, only amino acids with left handed configurations can be used in protein synthesis, the amino acids can be joined only by peptide bonds, each amino acid first must be activated by a specific enzyme, and multiple special enzymes (enzymes themselves are enormously complex sequence-critical molecules) are required to bind messenger RNA to ribosomes before protein synthesis can begin or end. 

The bottom line is that the universe is at least ten billion orders of magnitude (a factor of 1010,000,000,000 times) too small or too young for life to have assembled itself by natural processes.i These kinds of calculations have been done by researchers, both non-theists and theists, in a variety of disciplines.43-58 

This is mathematical bullshine.Richard Dawkins ( see RI Lecture) shows that life needs much less time than thought to assemble,and the universe has ample time in which to do it.Indeed when one sees microorganisms reproduce at fantastic rates and mutate at similar rates,it's almost a wonder that life did not start the moment the universe became habitable. Silly large numbers arguments are the realm of those clutching a straws trying to make their ill fitting God fit into a fantastic universe.Much less do we understand why Jehovah as opposed to Vishnu or any other religion's God should prevail.And further why is the creator not my God - The invisible pink elephant? Who is just as likely as any other God,and also requires no positive proof,and is also comprised of special DNA that predates the universe and has the extra attribute of rendering invisibility and stopping man from performing any tests upon it!

Invoking other universes cannot solve the problem. All such models require that the additional universes remain totally out of contact with one another, that is, their space-time manifolds cannot overlap. The only explanation left to us to tell how living organisms received their highly complex and ordered configurations is that an intelligent, transcendent Creator personally infused this information. 

Now we know why Adam(DKS) gave up the multiverse scenario,perhaps you were listening to Mr Huge Ass a little to closely,and swallowing his pile of baloney whole?

An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have brought the universe into existence. An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have designed the universe. An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have designed planet Earth. An intelligent, transcendent Creator must have designed life. 
-----------------------------

The conclusion is farcical.It's like saying that because you can't explain how a man came to be on the opposite side of chasm,that he must have flown under his own power across the gap.Not so.There are many other conclusions.Just because someone can't see what they could be does not make them impossible,nor does it mean that their own limited view is true by default.
  Because life is presumed to require complex chemistry and a narrow range of values for cosmological constants,doesn't imply a god.
If the universe would have failed to produce life under all but those circumstances then it stands to reason that those values will look special to a lifeform who happens in a universe with those values. If the universe had other values no lifeform would be present to lament its own lack of speciality!
 The reason that those values are as they are is because we would not be here if they weren't!  This does NOT imply a creator.
Given infinite degrees of freedom,the universe could have been a myriad other ways,but if it were,we would not be here to observe the "special" chosen values!
More to the point,the narrow range maybe self imposing,other than by universes with other values being either not created or not life bearing. If there is a principle similar to that which forces a selection for creatures and "attracts" or predisposes them say to have even numbers of legs,then the universe would be impelled to have those values and not others. Since we have no idea what the primoridal criteria were,this is possible and need not involve any "monkeying".
Those already steeped in god myths will try anything to save god from being intellectually dispatched,and the idea that the universe needs monkeying with to form and bear life is utter tripe.
Moreover,if one suggests such a thing one then has to explain how that being came to be and of what substance it is made etc,which is only the same as investigating the universe, with one crucial difference- it is untestable.
Thus even if the suggestion was viable which it isn't,it fails to progess the argument,and in fact moves it backward out of man's reach.
Continually the religious have sought to subjugate man into the bondage and slavery of a mythical being,and mock man's achievements and undermine them. 
Only a fool believes that life over billions of years could not have evolved in a system of chemicals capable of bearing life. However improbable life or the constant's values are doesn't change the fact that life IS here in THIS universe and that god's are the myths of people who do not understand nature.

However narrow the range and however extreme the odds life found a way,and it needed no help from a deity,especially not the one of one particular religion on Earth.
If there are other civilisations on other planets what is the chance that they know of Jehovah God? About the same as the universe coming about by chance! It is highly arrogant for one Earth religion to presume that it has more validity than any other myths on Earth in other places or at other times in history. Other civilisations had other God's and no notion of Jesus or God and got along quite admirably thinking the Sun was a God or Thunder was a god.
These were silly superstitious notions and so is Jehovah a god,lest we forget of the Jews and yet adopted by Western Europeans who were not sharp enough to invent one for themselves!

I find it very insidious and scary that trained academics can be so ignorant and moreover try to convince others of their personal dogma,by exploiting weaknesses that only they see in a view that they don't understand.It's particularly sickening to me that an intellect capable of accomodating all the data from science concludes that God is the answer when this is so readily seen to be a cultural myth and ignorance of the highest order. The fundamental inabilty to overcome their inbuilt assumptions and accept the fact that the universe can function on its own without any kind of intervention is all the harder to understand given that a trained informed mind is making the false conclusion.All this shows is that someone can be informed and trained and still be gullible and make major errors in their reasoning.
In particular the inability to understand chance and the misapplication of what understanding they do have could easily be straightened out by reading John Allen Paulos's "Innumeracy" which I know for a fact Douglas Adams has on his bookshelf.Perhaps this is why Doug Adams knows God does not exist,and Huge Ass wallows in his probability ridden dogma and fails to get past hurdle one of seeing how life and the universe will not fail to exist just because it is deemed highly improbable on the inadequate ramblings of creationists.
 Probability is irrelevant, no matter how unlikely the universe is here,and narrow constraints do not indicate a constrainer,for the above reasons.


2000-10-25

"Einstein's biggest blunder" [EQUINOX www.channel4.com/equinox/main.html] is putting lightspeed on trial.

Einstein added the cosmological constant lambda to g = 8 pi T in order to fudge the universe,lambda was removed after Hubble showed the expanding universe.
Coming after Humphrey Maris dropped the Electrino on Quantum Field Theory,now Equinox says that perhaps we need a delicate balance of energy density equivalent to balancing a pencil on it's point and holding it's position for 15 billion years.
This essentially is harking back a "improbability of the universe's state".

Alan Guth (see whatdoes.html @nbci) quoted the inflationary model and the two researchers (Andy Albrecht and Joao) involved suggested that the inflationary model defied the need for divine intervention.
The upshot is that the light horizon in the past breaks the universe into pockets of disassociated chunks.
The lightspeed problem in the programme was proposed to be solved by altering lightspeed in the earlier universe in order that the light horizon cover the entire (then) size of the universe.
 If the speed of light was falling there was thus an auto thermostat holding the energy density precisely in balance.
This is exactly the process I was alluding to that self-regulated the universe in a "fine tuned" way and so not need a "tuner".

These kinds of self regulating processes are written into the universal laws,and these two researchers have shown how Mr Hugh Ross doesn't know what he's talking about.
The programme asked whether the cosmological constants have changed over the universe's history.
To do this Quasars (Quasi stellar objects) were used as light sources,of physics of the universe back in time.
The light passing through gas clouds enabled the determination that lightspeed was greater in the past.

Lambda is now back on the agenda.

This theory maybe even able to tell "what happened before the big bang"
(see big-bang.html@nbci).

Lambda acts as an antigravity,pushing the universe apart.The sudden drop in the speed of light is what causes the big-bang.
The void was not nothing,the light that came and created matter.
If Lambda is reintroduced and lightspeed changes this creates an oscillating universe,and so there was no "initial creation",but an endless series of compressions and rarefactions.

If true the biblical account can only lay claim to our current expansion, not any previous ones,so the account of the bible of one initial creation event is wrong.
Insofar as there was a void that was filled with light,this would be considered to be correct.
Since time is deemed to have been created at the point of the oscillation that we are currently in,the answer to what came before the big bang? if there is one,is a whole series of histories of our universe doing the same thing it is doing now.Of course this beggars what you mean by "time".
Neverthless the bible makes no mention of this process,only of one event,it is therefore inconsistent with this view,if these two researchers are shown to be correct,and Einstein's fudge factor is vindicated.

There is essentially a feedback system in the energy density in the vacuum and light that acts like a thermostat.So God balancing the universe is unmitigatedly WRONG if these two guy's idea pans out.

As it said in the programme Einstein by being wrong managed to be right.
For more checkout the Equinox website.














